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CAREER

Season Club

2019/22 CD Tineo
2018/19 CD Lealtad
2017/18 SD Lenense

2016/17 Juventud Estadio
2015/16 Real Juvencia
2013/14 PSG Academy
2012/13 Real Salt Lake Academy



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

ROLE AS A “9”

He is not a static forward. He
has mobility to go on the sides
and drop back to do posting. He
continuously shows up to
support the combination play,
which allows him to generate
more offensive opportunities.
He is capable of either making
one-touch passes after posting
or receive and then turn, which
let us see his good technical
skills in small-sided spaces. 

AERIAL PLAY

He posses a high jump for the
aerial play. Playing as a 9, he
can put teammates in play by
heading the ball into space.
Playing as a winger, he wins
ground challenges by his great
physical shape. He is important
for offensive and defensive set
pieces.

POLYVALENCE

Due to his technical and tactical
characteristics, he is able to
play in different positions, both
as a centre-forward and winger.
Also, he has played as a
midfielder and box to box. He is
very smart to move around the
field.



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

TECHNICAL CAPACITY

He is technically skillful, which
helps him in various contexts.
When he receive with his back
to the goal, he can turn and get
away from the markers. He
sometimes feints off the ball,
which allows him to trick the
rivals. In addition, he has a
good mechanic to make
oriented controls and then
associate. He has capacity to
succeed and dribble in offensive
1v1 situations. He frequently
takes on opponents. 

DEFENSIVE DUELS

Even though this could not be
that important, since he is an
offensive player, he gives a
hand in the defensive phase of
the game. He is aggressive on
ground challenges to recover
the ball without committing
fouls. He steps on hard to make
the ball deflect wherever he
desires. He is able to make
individual and grupal pressure.

VISION OF PLAY

He makes great passes through
the lines in the last third of the
field. He understands how his
teammates usually move in
behind the defenders. His wide
sight allows him to identify
players going into attack. As
mentioned, his turn is great and
he uses it to get in front of the
goal, make a through ball and
generate a scoring chance for
this team.



SOCIAL
MEDIA

@NATINHO.9

https://www.instagram.com/natinho.9/?igshid=5cz9qk95zzzx

